Synopsis

Practice and review the concepts presented in Merrill's Atlas! This popular workbook set includes anatomy labeling exercises, positioning exercises, self-tests, and an answer key. Types of exercises include matching, labeling and identifying anatomy, short-answer and multiple-choice questions, crosswords, true/false, fill-in-the-blank, identifying structures on radiographs, and identifying proper patient positioning. A must-have for radiography students! Exercises correspond to chapters in Merrill's Atlas, providing strong support for teaching and learning. Essential projections are those most frequently performed and determined to be necessary knowledge for entry-level competency. Anatomy and positioning exercises provide balanced coverage of both topics. Film evaluation exercises include radiographs with accompanying questions on why an image is inadequate, leading to fewer repeat exams in the practice environment. A wide variety of review exercises are used to cover different kinds of information. An abundance of labeling exercises include about 600 illustrations for labeling practice, ensuring that students recognize anatomical structures on actual radiographs, not just on line drawings. Comprehensive self-tests end each chapter, so that students can accurately gauge their comprehension of the material and measure their own progress. Pathology exercises help radiographers understand which projections will best demonstrate various pathologies. Additional exercises covering all chapters in Merrill's Atlas Volumes 1 and 2 and some in Volume 3, including: Compensating Filters Geriatric and Pediatric Radiography Mobile Radiography Surgical Radiography Computed Tomography Exercises to review abbreviations Exercises on aspects of digital imaging related to positioning and procedures
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Customer Reviews

These workbooks are very helpful. They found unique ways to help you see what you don’t and don’t know and what you need to work on. Very accurate with test questions. Easy to understand. I bought all 3 plus the textbooks.

I bought Workbook for Merrill’s Atlas of Radiographic Positioning and Procedures: Volume 2, 11e. I bought it few months before my semester started. On my third semester when I started filling out answers on the workbook, I saw one page missing. I ignored it. One day later I noticed whole chapter missing (about 20 pages). I contacted the seller and asked him specific questions and the response I got was “the workbook was new”. He/she did not answer my questions when asked if the book was used or brand new. Obviously, the book was not new as it had missing pages. On my part, I did not check pages because the seller said the book was brand new. It was over 90 days and could not do anything about it. You may have good experience but I don’t find the seller to be honest. I WILL NEVER BUY AGAIN FROM THIS SELLER. There was no apology and no explanations and no response. Seller is deceiving. That was my experience. It may not be same for others.

Great supplement to my procedures class.
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